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Abstract: Lightning is a dangerous natural phenomenon which cannot be replicated artificially because of the enormous strength of the event. Its observation reveals information on why a particular object and not others on the ground will be hit. It is observed that lightning hits tall towering trees, animals, metal objects, animals carrying metal objects, electric wirings, plumbing lines, etc. Date trees, coconut trees, and palm trees are all alike. The lightning incident described here finds a small date tree is more favorable than other much taller trees of the same family and metal-capped tall temples when all these potential subjects are present in a congested place. This favoritism is likely due to the sap-abundance in date trees. Also, it shows that side flashes in the form of whitish patches of light from around the lightning-hit spot can travel over long distances across water bodies. The patches of white flash give burning sensation on the skin. It reinforces the conclusion that side flashes from lightning can jump/fly from the lightning spot to try to pass through human or other animal subjects to the ground. So, it is not safe to stand near or under a tree or near a water body during lightning. Overpopulated agricultural tropical countries like Bangladesh where every inch of land is used for production and where lightning takes a heavy toll for upstream water piracy-related climate change and shortage of trees should grow abundantly date trees which absorb moisture from deep underground and do not obstruct agricultural production around it.
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Introduction

Lightning safety is a global issue. Lightning causes deaths and injuries to humans and livestock and damages property. General public should have the knowledge of protection from a lightning-strike so that life and property losses are kept to a minimum. The earth receives about 100 lightning every second and every year lightning kills more people than tornadoes and hurricanes and most of these deaths take place in open fields near or under trees or around water. Holle (NLSI, 2012) reported about 24,000 lightning-struck deaths and about 240,000 lightning-struck injuries globally every year (Al-Abdulaziz et al., 2006; Coleman, 1993; Demirkol et al., 1999; Djamel et al., 2007; Halasa et al., 2007; Khan et al., 2002; Koopman and Wilkerson, 1971; Meredith et al., 2010a; 2010b; Odeh, 2009; Petersen et al., 2008; Rambo et al., 1999; Saum and Koopman, 1972; Stolzenburg and Marshall, 2008). National Geographic News reports (Dell’Amore, 2010) of more lightning victims than snow storms, hurricanes and tornadoes. Only floods can supersede this figure for lightning. Lightning-related injuries range from severe burns and permanent brain damage to memory loss and personality change.

Lightning is a neutralization of electric charge in which positive and negative charges from separate locations combine. This neutralization can happen between two parts of the same cloud, two different clouds, and clouds and the ground. Lighting is a momentary event whose details are not commonly observed. It occurs in cumulonimbus clouds. The condition for lightning is the creation of positive and negative charges separated in two parts of a cumulonimbus cloud. It is believed that the charges develop through friction. The layer of positive charges resides above the layer of negative charges in the cloud.
A lightning flash consists of a few strokes that take place back to back within a few ten milliseconds. There may be three or four strokes or even 26 strokes in just two sec (Jewett and Serway, 2007). The interval between strokes is not detectable because of their quick succession. The strokes are triggered when there is electrical breakdown.

At room temperature, the electrical breakdown voltage of air is 3 million volts per meter of air. The electrical breakdown creates pillar like distributions of negative charges. This is called stepped leader and approaches the ground in steps with a speed of more than a million meters per second carrying a current of 200-300 Amperes. The electrons that make up this current can make a step forward if the surrounding air has sufficient number of ions and electrons. The radius of its path is 3-4 m. As the leader approaches the ground, it breaks down the electrical resistance of the air surrounding any sharp pointed object which loses electron because of the repulsive effect of the electrons with the leader and becomes positively charged. The breakdown of electric resistance causes a stream of positive charges upward triggering the return stroke. At a height of 20-110 meters above the ground the upward moving stream of positive charges and the downward moving negative charges neutralize creating a short circuit between the ground and clouds. Electrons rain down from the negatively charged clouds. This enormous amount of falling electrons (about 100 million trillion) carrying about 25 coulomb of electric charge creates 50,000 amperes of current.

The conductivity of the current carrying path lasts for a few thousandths of a second after the return stroke. Remaining charges made in the clouds follow the previously established path and creates another new stroke and one more bright lightning flash is observed.
Adel (2012, 2013a, 2016a) shows that of all comfortable body postures in all terrains on land in the open field, prostration is the best one to get protection from lightning. This article shows what was observed in a lightning of striking a young date tree instead of much taller coconut and palm trees and many tall temples in a small congested place although the coconut and the palm trees belong to the same as the date trees. It suggests that for the protection of lives and properties against lightning in tropical/subtropical countries like Bangladesh, plenty of date trees should be grown.

Lightning starts in cumulonimbus clouds due to the separation of positive and negative charges in two parts of the same cloud due to friction in inner-cloud agitation between the tiny ice crystals in the cloud.

The first step to grow cumulonimbus clouds is the formation of cumulous clouds (Fig. 1). Hot humid air goes up, cools down due to expansion under low pressure letting moisture to condense for the formation of clouds. Heat is released in condensation. As a result, it is warmer inside the cumulous clouds than the outside. The air inside the cloud is in agitation and the cloud rises up vertically. When the cloud rise to where the temperature is the freezing point of water, large water drops and hails are formed that precipitate to the ground. The falling rain, hails, evaporation, and cooling creates the downward trend.
In the mature stage, upward and downward movements work inside the cloud and starts intense lightning. The cloud rests at a height of the atmosphere at tropopause where it is calm. The top of the cloud looks like a nail head (Fig. 2). Lightning, heavy rain, hail, etc. etc. occur at this stage. Afterwards, the cloud breaks down (Fig. 3).

**Fig3. Break-up of the cloud (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cumulonimbus_cloud)**

**TARGET SITE LOCATION AND LANDSCAPE**

The observation site is Puthia in the district of Rajshahi in Bangladesh. It was the place where Paresh Narayan, one of the Bhuyans of Bengal reigned. Figs. 4 through 6 describe the location of Puthia and Fig. 7. shows its landscape. There were four gates to enter the central part of Puthia that housed the palatial building, several tall temples and a market place. Each gate is located in between two dighis (huge ponds). Tall coconut trees stood on some of the dighi sides and even taller palm trees on some other dighi sides (Fig. 7).
Fig4. Bangladesh on the globe

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bangladesh_(orthographic_projection).svg

Fig5. The location of Rajshahi District and its map on the Bangladesh map. Puthia is shown near the middle of the right side boundary (Courtesy of http://en.banglapedia.org/index.php?title=File:RajshahiDistrict.jpg)
Fig6. Puthia Upozila map (Courtesy of http://en.banglapedia.org/images/6/6c/PuthiaUpazila.jpg)

Fig7. Landscape of the Puthia central part
LANDSCAPE OF PUTHIA

A rough landscape of Puthia is shown in Fig. 7 in which #1 represents the location of a date tree of about 5-m high up to the top of its crown leaf. A date tree of about this size is shown in Fig. 8(a). # 2 in Fig. 7 represents the location of a number of palm trees about 40-m high on the west bank of Lake 5 or Shyam Sagar as is known. A number of palm trees are shown in Figs. 8(b) and 8(c). #s 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 in Fig. 7 represent the rows of coconut trees of about 20-m high. These rows would exactly look like as the date tree shown in Fig. 9. # 8 in Fig. 7 is the location of the high school dormitory where the author was located. Lakes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 were artificially excavated ones on a low land by the king. The King’s Palace and all the temples are located within the area bounded by the interior boundary of the lakes. Figs. 10 show those historical structures. Gates 1, 2, 3, and 4 in Fig. 7 were made in between the water bodies to make the king’s residence secure and the gates looked like the entrance gate through the rows of date trees in Fig. 9. The distance between the date tree #1 and the high school dormitory was about 70 m. The distance between date tree and the palm trees around lake 5 were about 100 m. The coconut trees in rows 6 and 7 were within 50 to 70 m.

Fig8(a). A date tree (https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/82/Nakhl-Minoo.jpg) 29 August 2012;
Fig8(b). Palm trees (Henri Kerschbaumer’s 2012);
Fig. 8 (c). A Cuban Royal Palm (Bono, 2013)

Fig9. The rows of coconut trees on gate 1 and gate 2 would look as shown here imagining there are dighis on each side of the date trees (MathKnight, 2013).
The author and two of his friends, with T-shirts on, were preparing some academic lessons sitting in an open-door room of the high school dormitory. The room was facing one of the dighis (Lake #3). The author and his classmates were on the north side of the dighi that was full of water. On the south bank of the dighi there a few houses, a cooperative store, and some shoe repairers’ businesses. On the north-west corner of the cooperative store building, there was the young and healthy date tree (Figs. 7 and 8(a)).

It was late morning time. People were out - some were coming to and some returning from the market located in the central place. The sky was covered with semi-dark clouds. The sun was invisible. There was no sound of lightning or thundering. Suddenly, the author and his classmates felt white patches of light touching the bare skins left-out by the sleeveless T-shirts and were creating burning feelings. On looking through the door, it was found that the date tree’s top part exploded and was giving out whitish smoke from the vaporization of its sap. The patches of light known as the side flash, traveled over about 80- m (70-m water body plus some overland...
The author and his friends realized that it was a lightning strike and ran to another room for shelter.

Date trees (Phoenix dactylifera), coconut trees (Cocos nucifera), and palm trees (Roystonea) belong to the same botanical family Arecaceae which is alternatively called Palmae. Coconut trees have wider and larger leaves in longer branches than the palm trees. These trees were many in number and much larger and taller than the date tree. Palm trees were even taller than the coconut trees but shorter leaves the coconut trees. Coconut trees accumulate water in coconuts at its head. Palm trees do not. Date trees give out sweet sap if carefully scraped its bark near the heads.

There were very tall temples measuring about 60-m high with metal caps on them. These were of concrete structure with no electrical connections or plumbing. There were houses with electricity supply in the town with tall trees in their premises. Also, there was a tin shade of about 8 m high with about 6 m x 40 m open space underneath the shade for vendors to sell their products. The shade was supported by narrow steal pillars. There were people walking on the street on the other side of the date tree. None of them were targeted for streamers (the upward moving positively charged column).

**Observations**

1. The following observations were made:
2. Date trees are preferred ground objects
3. Lightning can hit without thundering sound
4. Side flashes can travel over long distances across a water body
5. Side flashes are white in color
6. Side flashes caused burning feeling as they discharged in our bodies

**Discussion and Conclusion**

![Diagram](http://www.srh.noaa.gov/srh/jetstream/lightning/lightning.html)

The central part of Puthia measures about 80,000 sq m. The negatively charged cloud base (Fig. 11) would be...
many times larger than this ground size since the cumulonimbus cloud base may extend several miles across and formed within 200 to 4,000 meters (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cumulonimbus_cloud) Consequently, all of Puthia would be coming under the induction of the cloud base. None of the taller living and non-living objects mentioned in Figs. 7 through 10 could develop a positive charge column except the date tree (Figs. 7 and 8(a)). This supports the fact that date trees are lightning-friendly.

As said above date trees, coconut trees, and palm trees belong to the same family. The difference among them is that the date trees are very sappy trees. Depending on the health of the tree, it can yield one to three gallons of sap in an interval of about 10 hours of winter nights (Fig. 12 (a)). The sap is mostly water. Coconut trees and palm trees may not be as sappy as date trees which makes the latter lightning catchers. Date trees yield a good quantity of sap at a very young age. Also, they flower at younger ages than coconut trees. Tropical countries like Bangladesh that is hard-hit by lightning can grow date trees abundantly to get protection from lightning strikes.

Fig12 (a). Date tree sap extraction (Balaji, 2012); Fig. 12 (b). A young dichotomously branched date palm (Phoenix dactylifera L.) at Afechtal grove (Marrakesh, Morocco). (Source: Munier, 1973 and Oihabi, 1991)

The lightning was not a bolt from the blue because the sky was overcast with clouds and the Sun was not visible. Sound shows reflection and refraction phenomena. So does the thunder. Atmospheric density variations guide the thunder sound through reflection and refraction. Atmospheric condition might had directed the thundering sound in a direction away from the target that made people missed the thundering sound.
As to the side splash entering our bare skin and no such complaints from passersby, the reason could be the conductivity of moist air above the water surface. Looking at the affected trunk, the author could realize that they were almost at the same level as the affected part because their floor was about 1.5 m to 2 m above the street level and they were straight down from the target above the water body. It is inferred that it is not advisable to be around a waterbody as a protection from lightning. Over the water body, the side flash can travel for over long distances. The whitish side flash was the result of emission by the combined ionized gases.

The roots of a date tree are not like those of branchy trees (Fig. 12(b)). The primary roots vary in length from 4 to 10 meters with diameters of 7 to 12.5 mm. In a deep loamy soil, 85% of the roots are distributed within 2-m depth and 2-m on both lateral sides (Munier, 1973). Like branchy trees, date trees do not have roots in the top soil. The concentrated and deep-rooted roots suck the underground moisture and make the trees survive in water stresses and droughts. Following the root paths, the charge might have gone much below the top soil (at least as deep as the roots are) before spreading all around covering more areas underneath the lake bed than other directions because of wetness.

The South Asian country Bangladesh has been hard-hit by lightning in the wake of severe climatic changes due to the prime reason of decades-long upstream Indian water piracy (Miah, 1989; Adel, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2001) that has almost depleted the surface and groundwater in the north and the northwest (Adel, 2013b, 2015a, 2015 b, 2015c, 2015d, 2015e, 2016b). Her virgin inland seasonal and perennial shallow and deep water bodies were storing annually about 18 million trillion calories of heat (Adel et al., 2014). In the absence of the heat-storing surface water bodies, this heat supplies the due ingredient of hot and humid air for the formation of the lightning clouds the way stated above, the humidity being supplied by the flooded rice fields with groundwater (Fig. 13).


Opposite to the world statistics of lightning-injured victims surpassing the fatalities, it seems the reverse is happening in Bangladesh in the Ganges delta. In Bangladesh, the probability of lightning-hit is one in 12,000.
Fig14 (a). Counting from the left in each row (a) Babla tree decorated agricultural fields (Chandigarh, 2015); Fig14 (b). Treeless rice fields (Courtesy of http://londonminingnetwork.org/2013/06/uk-government-accepts-complaint-over-gcm-resources-bangladesh-coal-mine-british-company/); Fig14(c). Treeless ricefields (courtesy of https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/04/Two_paddy_fields_in_Khulna%2C_Bangladesh.JPG) Trees appear only by the house side. Fig14(d). Courtesy of http://www.bangladeshnewsblog.com/rice-fields-comilla-bangladesh/ (Image by R.H.Sumon™ Photo Captured from Rajshahi , Bangladesh.); Fig14(e). A huge banyan (NJM2010, 2011). Fig14 (f). A rain tree Courtesy of https://mw2.google.com/mw-panoramio/photos/medium/101541850.jpg); Fig14(g). A tamarind tree (B.navez, 2005); Fig14(h). A black berry tree (Aziz, 2016); Fig14(i). Mango garden (courtesy of http://www.techtunes.com.bd/reports/tune-id/65764); Fig14(j). A Huge Jackfruit tree (ProjectManhattan, 2013); Fig14(k). Guava plant (courtesy of http://www.somewhereinblog.net/blog/
A Bamboo pocket (Dvellakat, 2014). A bamboo garden size would be more than an acre of land. Babla tree trunk (Garg, 2007); Khayer tree trunks (Garg, 2008); Flowers in babla (http://icwow.blogspot.com/2012/01/babla-ful-acacia-nilotica.html). The picture was taken to show the flowers only. No trunk is shown. Khayer tree (Courtesy of http://article.wn.com/view/2015/08/20/Deforestation_serious_threat_to_bats_in_India_u/).

whereas in the USA it is one in 700,000. Deaths of victims are happening to people working in the field, on their way to get back goats and cattle from the field, going to pick mangoes, taking trips in open vehicles plying on land and waterways, making congregational prayers, etc. etc. In 2015, 274 people died. By May 2016, already, 189 died of lightning strikes. The fatalities in the month of May 2016 alone was 132. On 12 May 2016, 47 died (Amar Desh, 2016). In this over-populated land-scare country with fertile land, wild-grown century-old huge branchy trees like banyan trees, rain trees, tamarind trees, blackberry trees, and mango trees that were as high as 30 meters were cut down. Also, the wild-grown guava trees, jackfruit trees, cotton–producing shimul trees, the wooden plow-making babla trees and the color-producing khayer trees of height about 10 meters are rarely seen. Further, bamboo gardens are almost extinct. Furthermore, there were many other wild-grown fruit trees as well as no fruit-producing trees. The deforestation was done for a variety of reasons like clearing lands for agricultural productions (crops do not grow under tree-covered areas), fuel for brick factories, furniture wood, livelihoods, etc. The planned re-forested fruit trees are not as high as and as random as the naturally grown ones. The shortage of trees has paved the way for lightning strikes man, animals, and houses. Fig. 14 illustrates these pictures.

In the sixties and beyond, typical agricultural lands would look like the scene shown in Fig. 14 (a). But because of crops not growing under the trees, trees are not let grow in the field. If there are trees and plants, these would be around the houses. Date trees would be beneficial for the farmers because of its root characteristics that it draws moisture from deep underground and not from the top soil which may be cultivated for crop production, and, as demonstrated in this article, at the same time these can catch lightning because of tall structures and being sappy.
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